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Floor Plans

**ROXBURY HISTORY CAFÉ**

- **THE ROXBURY HISTORY CAFÉ** will be designed as a history interpretation center, flexible community space and commercial café.

- **AUGMENTED REALITY STATIONS** at the first floor windows of the café will present historic imagery and specially commissioned video. The content will be views from the past overlaid onto the live landscape viewed from the Nawn Factory of today’s Roxbury.

- **DIGITAL TOUCH SCREENS** in three public interior locations will have audio & visual thematic exhibits of Roxbury’s history illustrated with documents and photographs.

- **A DIGITAL BULLETIN BOARD** in the café will be provide dynamic, ever-changing listings of activities, special events and neighborhood sites of interest that can be visited.

**HISTORIC BOSTON & TIMELOOPER**

- HBI will engage Timelooper to create the multi-media exhibits for the Roxbury History Café. They will develop exhibits that will include Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality as well as Wall Displays.

- Timelooper will facilitate a **community engagement process** to curate the themes, stories and experiences.

- Some of Timelooper’s AR and VR experiences include: The National Mall, MLK Memorial, FDR Memorial, Washington Monument, Pearl Harbor, and London’s Tower Bridge.